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Abstract. Process mining techniques extract knowledge from event logs of information systems. Process discovery is a process mining category, focused on discovering process models. The applicability and effectiveness of process discovery algorithms depend on event log's features. Selecting the right algorithms is a tough task due to the variety of variables involved and the complexity of obtaining logs features. To choose a suitable discovery algorithm the traditional approaches use empirical assessment. The metrics to perform this assessment are not applicable to all algorithms. Besides, empirical evaluation is time consuming and computationally expensive. The present paper proposes a new approach that, based on event log characteristics, recommends the discovery algorithms to be used. A new technique of sub-processes diagnosis is proposed for characteristics extraction. The recommendation procedure is formalized as a typical classification problem. This approach could be useful for large event logs and unclear processes analysis.
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1 Introduction

Information systems record in event logs the execution of supported business processes. Process mining involves discovery, conformance and enhancement of process starting from event logs. Performance evaluations, anomaly identification, compliance checking, among other kinds of analysis, need models that accurately reflect the actual execution of processes. This need has driven to the development of a variety of algorithms for discovering process models.

A process discovery algorithm is a function that maps an event log onto a process model, such that the model is “representative” for the behavior seen in the event log [1]. Noise, duplicate tasks, hidden tasks, non-free choice constructs and loops are typical problems for discovery algorithms [2]. Other problems are related to the mining of unstructured processes, commonly present in real environments [3]. Full or comprehensive solutions to the aforementioned challenges have not been submitted in literature. Thus, algorithms effectiveness depends on event log characteristics and their associated process.

The varying performance of discovery algorithms creates uncertainty during its application. Obtaining a quality model could require the use of several algorithms interchangeably, thus becoming a time consuming task. Selecting the
right algorithms is a hard task due to the variety of variables involved and the complexity of obtaining event logs properties.

A set of techniques for evaluating discovery algorithms has already been developed. Two kinds of metrics are used: metrics based on comparing the behavior in the discovered model with the behavior in the log, and metrics based on comparing the discovered model against a reference model related to the process [4]. Several techniques execute different discovery algorithms for an event log and evaluates resulting models using both kinds of metrics. Nevertheless, using this empirical evaluation approach for every event log is computationally expensive and time consuming. An approach that overcomes these shortcomings requires reference models [5]. However, reference models are not commonly available in contexts where process discovery is required. If there are reference models, it is unwise to assume that they reflect the actual execution of processes.

Studies that attempt to establish the algorithms with better performance under certain conditions have been published using the aforementioned empirical evaluation techniques [2]. But recognizing these conditions in real environments is a complex task. Also, the impact of each condition on model quality is not clearly defined yet. The existing metrics are not applicable to all algorithms due to modeling notation issues. Therefore, the actual use of these studies remains limited.

The aim of this paper is to establish the necessity and feasibility of a new approach to select discovery algorithms. In this paper, process discovery challenges are analyzed. Also, a critical review of main evaluation and selection techniques, so far proposed, is carried out. Through a novel technique of sub-processes diagnosis, it is possible to extract event log features such as: control-flow patterns, invisible tasks and infrequent behavior (noise). Therefore, it is feasible to construct a recommendation system of discovery algorithms starting from event logs characteristics. The recommendation procedure for this system is formalized as a typical classification problem.

The paper is structured as follows. Difficulties of process discovery are presented in the next section. Section 3 provides a literature review of techniques and approaches for evaluation and recommendation of discovery algorithms. In Section 4, the proposal of this paper is explained: firstly the factors to consider for a comprehensive mechanism of recommendation are established, usefulness of a new diagnosis technique for extracting log features is described, and finally, an outlook on some aspects for dealing with the recommendation of algorithms as a classification problem is projected. The last section is devoted to conclusions and outlines for future work.

2 Process Discovery Challenges

In order to properly select a discovery algorithm it is important to master the difficulties of process discovery. For a comprehensive and accurate recommendation all these difficulties and their influence on algorithm performance must be taken into account.
Heterogeneity of data sources from real environments, among other reasons, can lead to difficult cases for discovery algorithms [6]. Infrequent traces and data recorded incompletely and/or incorrectly can induce wrong interpretations of process behavior. Moreover, data provided by parallel branches and ad-hoc changed instances generates complex sequences on event logs, creating traces that are harder to mine.

Process structure is another source of challenges for discovery algorithms. Presence of control-flow patterns like non-free choices, loops (nested or not) and parallelism affect the discovery algorithms. For example, algorithms like $\alpha$, $\alpha^+$, $\alpha^*$ and $\alpha^{++}$ do not support non-free choices [7]. On the other hand, DWS Mining and $\alpha^{++}$ can deal with non-free choice but cannot support loops [2].

The discovery of a process model requires that the event log contains enough information, i.e. has a level of completeness such that its traces are representative of process behavior. Completeness of event logs can be affected by absent information, i.e. existence of invisible tasks in the process. FSM Miner/Genet, $\beta$ (Tsinghua $\alpha$), $\alpha$, $\alpha^+$ and $\alpha^{++}$ are algorithms affected by invisible tasks.

Obtaining a quality model is another challenging aspect in process discovery. There are various metrics and approaches for estimating process model quality, though there is a consensus on the following quality criteria presented by Aalst [1]:

- **Fitness:** The model should allow the behavior present in the event log.
- **Precision:** The model should not allow a behavior that is completely unrelated to that present in the log.
- **Generalization:** The model should generalize the behavior present in the log.
- **Simplicity:** The model should be as simple as possible. Also referred as structure, is influenced by the vocabulary of modeling language.

These are competing criteria because there is an inverse relationship between generalization and precision. A too general model could lead to allow much more behavior than present in the log, also known as underfitting model. On the contrary, a too precise or overfitting model is undesirable.

The right balance between overfitting and underfitting is called behavioral appropriateness. The structural appropriateness of a model, on the other hand, refers to its ability to clearly reflect the performance recorded with minimal possible structure [8]. A quality model requires both behavioral appropriateness and structural appropriateness [9]. It can be appreciated that it is difficult to achieve a proper balance between the abovementioned quality criteria.

In real environments it is common to find unstructured processes. Many business processes are not orchestrated by workflow tools [3]. Furthermore, even when processes must be executed according to a designed process model, in practice, some room for flexibility is necessary for smooth operation of enterprise [10]. Both situations create unstructured processes, a challenging process type for discovery algorithms. The large number of alternative flows contained by logs from unstructured process complicates the detection of control-flow patterns and leads to complex and poorly understandable models.
3 Related work

In order to identify which discovery algorithm allows to obtain suitable models for particular situations, a set of techniques for algorithms evaluation have been developed. Performance of these algorithms is determined through evaluation of quality of obtained models. Defined quality metrics are grouped under two main methods [4]. One method compares the discovered model with respect to the event log and is called model-log. The other method, called model-model, assesses similarity between discovered model and a reference model of process.

Rozinat et al. devised an evaluation framework that allows end users to validate the results of the application of process mining, and researchers in this area to compare the performance of discovery algorithms [11]. The proposal combines the above mentioned evaluation methods.

The framework uses two approaches: assessment of the quality of discovered models through existing evaluation metrics and a k-fold cross validation, an evaluation technique from machine learning domain. The negative examples needed for the k-fold cross validation are obtained by generating a random event log. This approach for negative examples generation may include false negatives.

Use of this framework as a recommendation mechanism is not suitable owing to the cost involved on empirical assessments of discovery algorithms. The k-fold cross validation requires $k$ executions for each algorithm to be assessed. In the other approach several executions are needed by each algorithm too, because of different inputs of evaluation metrics. The metrics used are not directly comparable to each other as they measure different aspects of quality at different levels of granularity and they are defined for different modeling notations [11]. This also limits the use of this framework for recommendation of discovery algorithms.

Following the model-log method, Ma proposes another evaluation framework [12]. The main novelty of this framework is the inclusion of a parameter optimization step using k-fold cross validation. The parameters optimization is a key issue since its values affect the obtained model and thus the performance of discovery algorithms [13]. Negative examples are used in this framework for the evaluation stage and parameters optimization.

For the Ma framework, the empirical evaluations cost is also the main shortcoming for its use as a recommendation tool. In the experiments with complex event logs, the negative examples generation through AGNES [14] created serious performance problems [12]. This proposal has also limitations related to the modeling formalism supported by the selected metrics, so it is not applicable to any discovery algorithm.

De Weerdt et al complement the model-log evaluation method with a comprehensibility assessment of the models obtained [2]. Comprehensibility is associated to the quality criteria called simplicity. In [2] the performance of seven discovery algorithms was analyzed on real and artificial logs. Using statistical techniques was concluded that complexity of event log has an important impact on the evaluated quality criteria. Also, were found remarkable differences between assessment on artificial logs and assessment on real logs.
Some relationships found among simple event log features and the results of the discovery algorithm were highlighted in these paper. Nevertheless, these relationships must be quantified in order to be used for algorithm recommendation. It is also required to include the impact of more complex features such as noise, lack of information and completeness.

All evaluation techniques analyzed so far, apply mainly to algorithms that can discover models on Petri nets or are transformable to Petri nets, due to the preponderance of metrics associated with this notation. This limitation excludes algorithms such as Fuzzy Miner [15] and techniques like pattern abstractions or sequence clustering, which are particularly useful for discovering unstructured processes, a context where algorithms that generate Petri nets are ineffective [2]. Additionally, in real environments where process models are not specified or do not reflect the actual processes execution, the model-model evaluation method is not applicable. Moreover, selecting a discovery algorithm for a given situation based on empirical evaluation, involves time and resource consumption for each of the algorithms chosen as a possible solution.

### 3.1 Beyond empirical evaluation

Wang et al.'s [5] work is a major effort to minimize the empirical evaluation problem in selection of discovery algorithms. The proposed framework is based on selecting reference models of high quality and building from these a regression model to estimate the similarity of other process models. This approach is comprised of a learning phase and a recommendation phase.

With the structural characteristics of the significant references models and the similarity values obtained after empirical evaluation of algorithms, a regression model is constructed during the learning phase. In the recommendation phase the reference models features are extracted in order to predict the similarity results using the regression model. Starting from the estimated similarity values the ideal algorithm for discovering the processes associated to the reference model is proposed.

The experiments conducted using this recommendation solution show encouraging results [5]. The evaluation over a set of 621 models (including artificial and real models) achieved more than 90 % accuracy in the recommendations. However, this approach involves some requirements that severely limit its application.

The main constraining requirement is the need of reference models for the evaluation and prediction. In multiple real-world environments, where discovery algorithms need to be applied, the process models are not described or are inconsistent and/or incomplete. Weng et al.’s approach assumes that the actual execution of the processes keeps a close relationship with their reference model. Therefore, in contexts where features of the actual logs differ from logs artificially generated by the reference models inexact results can be expected. The construction of regression model from model features discards issues like noise, lack of information and completeness of event logs, which have a significant impact on the performance of discovery algorithms.
Last but not least, the proposed framework has been conceived for using labeled Petri nets as the modeling language. Therefore, it is only applicable in environments where the models are specified using Petri nets or equivalent notations. This constraint also implies that the framework could only recommend algorithms based on Petri net or equivalent notations, excluding algorithms such as the Fuzzy Miner. As mentioned before, this algorithm is especially useful in contexts where discovery algorithms that generate Petri nets are inefficient.

An alternative direction to solve the algorithm selection problem is offered by Lakshmanan and Khalaf [16]. The authors construct a decision tree starting from the comparison of five discovery algorithms. The comparison establishes the algorithms potentialities to tackle challenges like: invisible and duplicate tasks, loops, parallelisms, non-free choice and noise.

Nevertheless, it is not specified how to identify the presence of challenging situations in the process to mine. While recognition of complicated control-flow patterns can be performed from a reference model, this implies drawbacks already discussed. Moreover, identifying invisible tasks, duplicate tasks, noise, loops, parallelisms or non-free choice from an event log is far from trivial. In general, this study provides some important theoretical elements but lacks direct practice applicability due to the required information type.

4 Proposal

Taking into account the identified challenges for discovery algorithms and the aforementioned limitations of existing solutions for selection and recommendation, it can be established that the conception of a comprehensive mechanism for recommendation of discovery algorithms should consider the following factors:

1. The event log is the main information source that is available in all environments for process characterization.

2. The peculiarities of event log such as noise, lack of information, completeness and log size (number of event classes, number of traces, etc.) must be considered in addition to process characteristics.

3. The process characteristics and the event log peculiarities are not always fully identifiable.

4. There should be no limitations regarding modeling notation of the discovery algorithms to recommend.

5. The process discovery goal may require to reinforce some of the desired quality criteria in the model to be obtained.

Considering factors 1 and 2 there is a need for techniques capable of extracting information from an event log that could be useful for the recommendation. A new technique has been developed to obtain relative values of event log completeness starting from certain basic assumptions [17]. This technique employs statistical estimators and is implemented as a ProM plug-in. A new diagnostic tool based on sub-processes decomposition is specially useful to identify other event log peculiarities and process characteristics.
4.1 Sub-process decomposition

A new technique for estimating the lack of information in the event logs has been developed [18]. This technique is able to recognize the control-flow patterns present in an event log starting from its trace alignment [19]. The identified control-flow patterns allow to decompose the process into sub-processes. The decomposition is represented by a tree named tree of building blocks.

The sub-processes are the leaves in the tree of building blocks. Each leaf shows the trace alignment of the sub-processes and the frequency of the different cases. This information facilitates the identification of cases that potentially represent noise in each of the sub-processes. Based on the tree of building blocks this tool identifies patterns of lack of information and estimates the associated invisible tasks. As can be seen above, this tool identifies, from an event log, a set of characteristics that affect the performance of the discovery algorithms.

It can also be particularly useful to segment large and/or complex event logs in a meaningful way. The sub-processes generally possess different features: presence of different control-flow patterns, different types of trace frequency, existence of patterns of lack information. These features determine the effectiveness of discovery algorithms, as it has already been explained. Therefore, it is suggested to perform the recommendation for each one of the sub-processes because even if they belong to the same event log, different sub-processes may require different discovery algorithms.

4.2 Recommendation as a classification problem

Classification is the problem concerning the construction of a procedure that will be applied to a continuing sequence of cases, in which each new case must be assigned to one of a set of pre-defined classes on the basis of observed attributes or features [20]. The recommendation of discovery algorithms can be expressed in terms of a classification problem. An event log on which is necessary to recommend a discovery algorithm is considered as a new case to be classified. The recommended algorithm is the pre-defined class to be assigned to an event log based on its observed features. This kind of classification procedure where the true classes are known has also been variously termed as pattern recognition, discrimination, or supervised learning [20].

Typifying the recommendation of discovery algorithms as a classification problem opens up the way to the application of techniques developed in a long-standing knowledge area. Techniques from the classification area have already been used for the recommendation of discovery algorithms [5]. Nevertheless, for the conception of a comprehensive recommendation mechanism that overcomes the limitations of existing solutions, it is important to incorporate to this classification problem the aforementioned factors. The recommendation mechanism proposed can be observed in Fig. 1.

According to the first of the aforementioned factors, the features for the classification of the new case should be extracted just from the event log. It should be noted that the characteristics mentioned in the second factor differ in
their values scales because in this classification problem the cases features have different orders of magnitude.

To solve a classification problem the design of the classifier is an essential issue. Roughly speaking, there are three different approaches for designing a classifier. The first approach is based on the concept of similarity, the second one is a probabilistic approach and the third approach is to construct decision boundaries directly by optimizing certain error criterion [21]. Selecting the right approach and designing an efficient classifier is a complex task that exceeds the scope of this paper. However, taking into account factor 3, it is useful to stress that the classifier which will be designed for the recommendation of algorithms should be able to deal with incomplete information about cases features.

A major challenge for this classification problem is the building of a knowledge base. Useful information for the knowledge base can be provided by a set of publications and experts in the field of process mining. Published results about assessment of discovery algorithms using traditional approaches are a good starting point. Nevertheless, results tied to existing quality metrics do not cover all the algorithms due to modeling notations issues. Considering the factor 4, information about performance of algorithms that cannot be assessed using quality metrics is needed. Therefore, the building of the knowledge base for algorithms recommendation opens up the opportunity for further research.

Several alternatives can be assessed to incorporate the factor 5 into the classification problem. To include in the classes definition the combination of the discovery algorithm and the quality criterion to reinforce is an alternative. To include the quality criterion to reinforce as part of the characterization of cases to classify could be another alternative.
Performing the recommendation of discovery algorithms through classification requires further research. The existing knowledge in the process mining area should be recovered and structured it on one of the existing representations for that purpose. An efficient classifier from existing approaches must be designed. The feature selection procedure to apply is needed. Nevertheless, in order to formalize the classification solution some insights were provided taking into account the aforementioned factors for the conception of a comprehensive recommendation mechanism.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

Characteristics such as noise, duplicate tasks, hidden tasks, non-free choice constructs and loops could affect the performance of discovery algorithms. Current approaches that select discovery algorithms based on empirical assessments are computationally expensive and time consuming. Other approaches presuppose the existence of reference models; however, there is a low probability of having available reference models. In general, the approaches based on assessment have shortcomings that are induced by the existing metrics. Besides, the shortcomings are related to the modeling notation of the discovery algorithms.

This paper presented a new approach that based on event log characteristics recommends the discovery algorithms to be used. Important factors to be considered in the conception of a comprehensive mechanism to recommend discovery algorithms were declared in the proposal. The technique for sub-processes diagnostic described in Section 4.1 would be especially useful for recommendation based on event logs characteristics.

The recommendation of discovery algorithms can be treated as a typical classification problem. Basic ideas to formalize that classification problem were presented. To solve the recommendation of discovery algorithms as a classification problem further research is required in order to build up a knowledge base, to select its most suitable structure, to apply an effective features selection and to design the classifier. A great starting point for those further research works are the available techniques in a long-standing knowledge area like classification.

The recommendation of discovery algorithms using subprocesses and based on event logs characteristics could be useful for process mining projects in enterprises with large and complex event logs.
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